13,000 TiE Global Entrepreneurs to be Linked Through a Mobile Solution
by TrueFinancial™
TrueFinancial™ Technologies, Inc. has been contracted by TiE Global to build a complete mobile
solution using their TrueNative™ Platform. TiE Global is the world’s largest entrepreneurial network
with 13,000 members across 60 chapters in 18 countries. TrueFinancial™ Technologies specializes in
building native mobile apps for investor relations and business communications covering Apple, Android
and Windows.

New York, NY, August 13, 2015 --(PR.com)-- TrueFinancial™
Technologies continues to disrupt the mobile world with its TrueNative™
mobile technology platform by entering into a 3-year year agreement
with TiE Global. TrueFinancial™ will help TiE Global connect their vast
network of entrepreneurs with a new native mobile app called TiE Link. Being
the largest entrepreneurial network in the world with 61 chapters and over
13,000 members in 18 countries, TiE Global has been searching for the right
platform to help them evolve their communications to mobile.
“Having a means of communicating with our 13,000 members in a mobile
environment is critical to our continued growth and success,” stated Bridgett
Comer Executive Director of TiE Global. “Engaging with our members in real
time will help our chapters communicate important news and events with the
touch of a button,” continued Comer.
TrueNative™ brings a unique platform to TiE Global as it was built to help
companies communicate instantaneously with their investors and other
important stakeholders. TiE Global will be able to take full advantage of the TrueNative™
channel management system that was developed for the mutual fund industry. This will allow
TiE Global chapters to link together on one platform, allowing chapters to push information out
in real-time to their members. Members will have the option to subscribe to specific channels
giving them the opportunity to receive notifications from just one chapter or all of them.
“TrueNative™ is a perfect fit for an organization such as TiE Global, where everyone matters.
The TrueNative™ platform gives TiE Global the functionality and range they otherwise may not
have had,” stated Donovan Lazar, CEO of TrueFinancial™ Technologies, Inc. “This is another
opportunity for us to showcase our unique technology beyond investor relations,” Lazar said.
TrueFinancial™ as one of the few companies dedicated to providing a turn-key solution for
investor relations and business communication gives TiE Global the ability to continue to brand
their organization in a mobile environment. The TrueNative™ platform being the most
comprehensive in the space will allow TiE Global to build their mobile solutions across Apple,
Android and Windows, including all smartphones and tablets. “While other native mobile
technology platforms cover 9/10th of mobile devices today, we spent the time and money to do
it right, as 90% coverage is not a solution, and we believe everyone is equally important," said
Lazar.
The TiE Link mobile app will help continue the mission of TiE Global, educating their aspiring
entrepreneurs. The TiE Link app will be ready for launch in early September and will be
available in the Apple Store, Google Play, and Windows Store. Members and non-members are
encouraged to download the app and begin to experience the mobile journey TiE Global is
taking.

"This is an opportunity to showcase our company to some of the most innovative minds in the
world and to be able to help such an amazing organization at the same time is priceless,"
added Lazar.
TrueFinancial™ Technologies is a B2B company with a native mobile technology platform
“TrueNative™” changing the way businesses communicate with their Investors, Employees and
other important Stakeholders in “Real Time.” Creating native apps across all platforms, Apple,
Android or Windows for smartphones, tablets and wearables, helping companies connect with,
listen to, and instantaneously share investor, sales, marketing, and other critical information in
real time with their stakeholders. Whether a public company, startup, fund or fund manager of
any type TrueFinancial™ has a solution.
The Indus Entrepreneurs (TiE), was founded in 1992 in Silicon Valley by a group of successful
entrepreneurs, corporate executives, and senior professionals with roots in the Indus region.
There are currently 13,000 members, including over 2,500 charter members in 61 chapters
across 18 countries. TiE has put together the largest pool of intellectual capital anywhere. TiE’s
mission is to foster entrepreneurship globally through mentoring, networking, education,
incubating, and funding. Dedicated to the virtuous cycle of wealth creation and giving back to
the community, TiE’s focus is on generating and nurturing our next generation of
entrepreneurs.
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